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MORE NEW PRO MAGS!
Extract from Letter Donald A. Wollheim:- “I became
an editor professionally myself about a month ago.
That made two NYC Futurians at the helm of
science fiction! My outfit, Albing Publications, is a
newcomer and rapidly expanding.
“I am editing two new titles in the field. They are bimonthlies alternating with each other. First out will
be STIRRING SCIENCE STORIES on stands here
December 15th. SSS will be an experimental
magazine of a type never before tried. It is really two
magazines in one. In the middle of the magazine, the
title changing to STIRRING FANTASY FICTION
and the story types differ. The first half is science
fiction, the second half is weird and fantasy. . .
“First issue, dated February 1941, features in the Stf
half the following: “Dead Center!” by S.D.
Gottesman (a novelette about a superman, a
supervillian, and the exact center of the universe),
“South Wall” by Frederic Arnold Kummer Jr,
“Citadel of Thought” by James Blish, “Strange
Return” by Lawrence Woods, and two others.
Fantasy half features: “Thirteen O'clock” by Cecil
Corwin (a wild and woolly fantasy), “The key to
Cornwall” by David H. Keller, “Devotee of Evil” by
Clark Ashton Smith, “Out of the Jar” by Charles R.
Tanner, “The Abyss” by Robert W. Lowndes, and
more. Departments are: “The Vortex” (editorial and
letters), and “The Fantasy World” (fan stuff). Artists
are Morey, Bok, Kyle, Mooney, Forte, and Hunt.
“The second title is COSMIC STORIES that is all
stf. On the stands here Jan 1st, dates March 1941.
Will feature “Mechanica”, “Return From M-15”,
“Planet Leave”, “The Martians Are Coming!”, “The
Secret Sense”, “The Last Viking”, “The Reversible
Revolutions”, and about five more titles!
Departments to include “The Cosmoscope” (letters),
Editorial, The Cosmian League (organisation), and a
fan mag review. “

(Continued next column.)

“Still a third Futurian is now an editor! Robert W.
Lowndes has become editor of FUTURE FICTION
and SCIENCE FICTION QUARTERLY (and
probably SCIENCE FICTION) replacing Charles D.
Hornig! A few changes will be made - - principally
Taurasi's column “Fantasy Times” in FF will be
dropped and replaced by “Futurian Times”. The
coming issue of FF (Lowndes' first) will have
“Kingdom Out of Time” by S.D. Gottesman, “The
Improbable” by Charles R. Tanner, “Collossus of
Maia” by Donald A. Wollheim, “A Prince of Pluto”
by Cecil Corwin, and others.
“I'll send advance copies of my magazines to you as
soon as I get one to spare off the printers.
Meanwhile, best of luck, and will you intimate
around that I would appreciate receiving copies of
all Australian fan magazines for review.
“Never saw any copies of Zeua, Austra-Fantasy,
Imaginative Stories, or most of Ultra.”
-0–0-0–0-0–0-0–0-0–0-0–0-0–0-0
J. KEITH MOXON recently recovered from a
second relapse of pneumonia and issued and
distributed a circular stating that no matter what
happened he could guarantee that IMAGINATIVE
STORIES would definitely appear. Material for this
magazine includes a 10,000 word novel by Alan
Connell, well known Australian professional stf
author. Inquiries regarding Moxon's magazine
should be sent to him c/- YMCA, Edwards Street,
Brisbane, Queensland. Mag is 9d. per copy.
And speaking of fan mags don't miss the
Anniversary Issue of Harry Warner Jr.'s
SPACEWAYS. Many well-known and well-liked
professionals have written for this issue – send 1/3
to the editor at 303 Bryan Place, Hagerstown,
Maryland, USA, and receive three issues of the best
magazine on the fan field.
To Our Readers: A Prosperous New Year

Futurian OBSERVER
INTERVIEW We cornered Vol Molesworth for a
few minutes and in that time were
able to interview him briefly.
Following are questions and answers:
Q:-

“In what way do you aim to go about your
work in the new occupation as Denvention
representative Vol?”

Q:-

“Do you think Americans expect a great deal
from Australian fans in view of our so-called
“progress” in the last year and a half?”

V.M.:- “They rightly expect more than they got last
time. I will do everything in my power to see
they get it.”
Q:-

“Do you think Australia will give a
worthwhile support to the Denvention – that
is judging from present indications?”

V.M.:- “I haven't any official instructions from Olon
Wiggins or Lew Martin, but until I do so I
shall use my own discretion in spreading the
word. The first step will be the publishing of
propaganda in Austra-Luna Publications and
their allies.”

V.M.:- “I can't answer for the Ultra group but I will
guarantee every Futurian will back me up
and say: “Australia will be there.”

Q:-

Q:-

“In view of the difficulties which have arisen
regarding sending money to America, how
do you think Australians can help the
Convention?”

V.M.:- “Er – primarily by sending material to the
Denventioneer. This should help increase its
sales. Secondly, by plenty of propaganda in
in fan mags. Thirdly, by telling American
non-active correspondents all about it.”
Q:-

“What form of representation do you
consider best for Australian fandom in
general? Do you approve of individual
representation?”

V.M.:- “Individuals can suit themselves. A group
photo of fans to be hanging in the
Convention Hall would attract more attention
than a cable or any other form.”
Q:-

“Do you think the present feuding will in any
way interfere with Australia's representation
- will Sydney fans, in your opinion, put as
much time toward it as they might have had
there been no feuds?”

V.M.:- “I do not officially recognise the feuding. It
is much too trivial for Americans to worry
about.”
Q:-

“Do you think a number of fan mags in
Australia would be able to do more work
towards the Convention than just a few
mags?”

V.M.:- “Well, um, it all depends on who prints them
and what is printed – are all Aussies proDenver?”
(Cont. Col. 2.)

“Do you think it likely that any Australian
fan will support the bogus convention in
Newark in preference to the official
Denvention?” (Obs-note: we have absolute
faith in every Australian fan supporting the
Denvention in so far as their capacity will
allow them.)

V.M.:- “Has been called off!”
Q:-

“Finally, do you think that conscription in
America will interfere seriously with the
Denvention?”

V.M.:- “Not to any appreciable degree as Ackerman
stated in the Denvention VoM No. A.”
So now Aussies you see what you're representative
for the Devention is going to do and what he thinks.
We thank him for answering the questions without
beating around the bush. . .
-0–0-0–0-0–0-0–0-0–0-0–0-0–0-0
Futurian OBSERVER: is the fortnightly publication
of Bert F. Castellari and
William D. Veney. It's
printed at 10a Sully Street, Randwick, Sydney, New
South Wales. We charge 2d for single copies and 1/for 7 issues. Americans:- Lowest acceptable is 7 for
20 cents.
We wish to repeat the
statement that Futurian OBSERVER is open for
criticism – or rather its contents are – from anyone at
all! We would welcome letters of comment on our
first year of publication for our next issue – the First
Anniversary Issue!

